Scope of the Space Communications Network
• End users interconnected logically via a series of physical layer "hops" • Information exchange between users flows logically (dashed lines) from source to destination independent of the underlying network structure.
• The individual hops connect adjacent elements of the architecture and feature:
-Terrestrial links connecting users to control centers, users to ground stations, or control centers to ground stations. -In-space links connecting ground stations to remote user vehicles, ground stations to relays, relays to relays, relays to remote user vehicles, remote vehicles to remote vehicles, or interconnecting end systems within remote vehicles. 
Figures of Merit (FOM) Utilized in Trade Study
• Operational Efficiency: The proportion of mission operations activity that must be performed by humans over the entire mission lifecycle, regardless of location.
• Robustness: A compound FOM consisting of: -The ease with which additional elements can be added to a mission or mission set (scalability) -The ease with which new operational capabilities can be introduced into mission operations systems (evolvability) -The ease with which data paths through the network can be changed in response to changing mission requirements (adaptability) -The proportion of the operational time in which the network operates without error (reliability) -The ease with which errors can be remedied (maintainability) -The proportion of wall clock time in which the network operates (availability).
• Infrastructure Capability: (Communication Infrastructure Development and Maintenance Efficiency): The ease with which mission functionality is developed and maintained over the entire mission lifecycle, at vehicle end user terminals (spacecraft, aircraft, etc.); at ground stations and relay points; and Earth end user terminals (control centers, science centers, test facilities).
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Figures of Merit (cont'd) • Ease of Transition: The ease with which the option can be implemented within NASA, including the acquisition of new equipment, development of new technology, and training of mission operators.
• Interoperability: The ease with which users are able to complete all negotiations required to achieve successful and secure communication of mission information among both NASA and non-NASA assets and facilities.
• Resource Utilization: Total value of user data delivered, given fixed resources. These resources include link utilization, available memory, available power, visibility windows, and launch mass. 
